FAQ’s
1. What are Imprint Groups?
 Imprint Groups are small groups that create opportunities to experience the remarkable that is possible
in our lives and the lives of those around us.
 Imprint Groups meet you where you are in your soulcial, spiritual, and successful life. They also meet
you where you live, work, worship, or play.
 Imprint Groups are opportunities to connect and create a lasting, Impactful Imprint with those around
us by offering groups that fit your schedule, lifestyle, and interests.
2. How are Imprint Groups structured?
Imprint Groups align with one of four Imprint pillars:
 Soulcial - Groups designed to build relationships through everyday social activities that interest you,
embracing each other with an “Imprint Soul Check”.
 Spiritual - Groups designed to connect, grow, and encourage each other as you expand spiritual
knowledge utilizing bible-based guides developed or based on a chosen book.
 Successful – Groups or workshops designed to help you be more successful in your professional or
personal life.
 Service - Serving others will be universal across all pillars, embracing group themed service or
community projects.
3. Can Imprint Groups stay together after a topic has been completed?
Yes. This is one way in which small groups at Impact have evolved. Groups can choose to expand on the topic
or move on to another discussion. A library of topics has been developed and is available, or the group can
choose their own in collaboration with the Imprint pillar coach. As a new topic is started, the group may
receive new participants. New topics and themes can be flexible but must be mindful of the Impact mission and
faith community.
4. Where will Imprint Groups meet?
Imprint Groups will be offered throughout the Metro-Atlanta area and Online.
5. Who can join an Imprint Group?
Anyone can join a group. We are open to the Impact community, including people who do not attend Impact
Church. All are welcome.

6. When do Imprint Groups start and how long are groups?
Imprint Groups start throughout the year enabling schedule flexibility for host and participants. Imprint
Group agendas allow for participants to join a group at any time if the group is not full. Imprint Groups are
offered with a variety of lengths in duration. Groups can determine how often they meet to best fit the host and
participants.
7. What can I do if an Imprint Group I want to join is full?
If the group you desire to join is full, you can select another group, start your own group, or contact the Imprint
team for assistance at imprint@impactdcd.org.
8. Can I bring my child/children to an Imprint Group?
Maybe. You will need to check with the group host. Some groups are child friendly, but some topics and/or
locations may not be appropriate for children. Maximum Impact has Imprint Groups for youth during the
Sunday experience at 11am.
9. How can I start an Imprint Group?
If you want to become an Imprint Group HOST or start a new Imprint Group, click the “Host an Imprint
Group” image on the Impact web site after selecting Imprint. Complete the request and a member of the
Imprint team will contact you. You can also send a request to imprint@impactdcd.org
10. How can I provide feedback because none of the group times or locations are a fit for me?
Click on the Imprint feedback button on the Imprint home page or contact the Imprint team at
imprint@impactdcd.org for assistance.

1. How can I register for an Imprint Group?
Imprint Group registration is quick and easy! Register ANYTIME ONLINE by clicking on the “Imprint”
tab on the Impact Website Home page (http://www.impactdoingchurchdifferently.org/)
2. Once I’ve registered, where can I find my Imprint Group’s information?
Shortly after you register for your group, you will receive a message from your Imprint HOST with group
details. You can also find group information and communications in My Impact.
If you are not in My Impact, we encourage you to sign in and create an account by visiting
https://impactdcd.ccbchurch.com/w_sign_up.php.

